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Overall Highlights 
 S&P/TSX higher. Canada’s primary equity market had, yet again, another 

monthly gain surging 457 points to close out April at 13,951, a 3.4% increase. 
With some slowdown in economic output during the month, most of the 
Composite’s rise was due to a rally in energy and resource prices. Also helping was 
the U.S. Federal Reserve’s dovishness towards interest rates, which added some 
fuel for equities to run higher. 

 Loonie soars. During the month, the Loonie continues to climb higher, gaining 
two and 91/100ths cents to close at US79.64 cents per Canadian dollar, an increase 
of 3.8%. In addition to improvements in the economy, the tight correlation 
between our dollar and the price of oil has sent the currency up over 10% so far in 
2016, after touching 13-year lows in early January. 

 Gold shines Typically seen as the “go-to” asset in times of uncertainty, gold 
rocketed to a 2016 high by month’s end, gaining US$63.00, or 5.1%, to close at 
US$1,295.70 per ounce. The Fed’s hold on any further hikes in interest rates for 
the time being citing volatility in global markets, had investors flocking back to the 
metal after remaining quiet for most of April. For the year, gold is up a hefty 
22.2%.  

 Oil gushes. April proved to be a great month for West Texas Intermediate (WTI), 
as oil rose sharply by 20.5%, or US$7.81, to end at US$45.97 a barrel. This was 
the largest gain in a year as data pointed to a decrease in U.S. production and a 
weaker greenback for which the currency oil is priced in. 

 GDP slows. After a hearty gain in January, the economy shrank in February by 
0.1% as manufacturing and energy sectors slowed down. 

 No change in rates. At the latest meeting, Canada’s central bank kept its 
benchmark interest rate at 0.5%, unchanged since mid-2015. 

 Unemployment falls. The country saw its largest gain in six months as the 
unemployment rate fell in March. 

 Monthly inflation picks up. The cost of a notional basket of goods rose in March 
by 0.6% on a monthly basis, as cost gains seen in food and housing were offset by 
lower gasoline prices. 

 U.S. GDP growth slows in Q1. U.S. economy was growing at a slower pace than 
expected with the Commerce Department reporting a Q1 GDP seasonally adjusted 
annualized rate of 0.5%, which is lower than economists’ forecast for a 0.7% 
growth and was the weakest growth pace in two years. 

 Fed keeps rate unchanged. The Federal Reserve decided that it would keep its 
benchmark interest rates unchanged after its two-day meeting. 

 U.S. consumer inflation increases. According to the data released by the Labor 
Department, Consumer prices rose less than expected, gaining 0.1% in March, 
which is lower than economists’ expectation for a rise of 0.2%. 

 ECB maintains stimulus program. After its two-day meeting, ECB decided to 
stay status quo with its stimulus program. ECB would maintain zero to negative 
key interest rates and would continue its bond-buying at the €80 billion monthly 
pace. 

 IMF cuts global growth forecast. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) cut the 
2016 global growth forecast by 20 bps to 3.2%, expressing its worries around 
China’s slowdown, persistently low oil prices, and weak global demand. 

 BOJ keeps its stance but downgrades outlook. The Bank of Japan (BOJ) kept 
its monetary policy unchanged but downgraded its economic and inflation outlook. 

 China’s quarterly GDP grows at slowest pace since 2010. According to the 
National Bureau of Statistics report, the world’s second largest economy posted its 
slowest quarterly growth since 2010 in Q1 2016. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Index/Commodity/Currency 

Close MonthChange YTDChange 

S&P/TSX Composite 

13,951.45 457.1 941.5 

 3.4% 7.2% 

BMO Nesbitt Burns Small Cap 

770.66 70.7 120.5 

 10.1% 18.5% 

Dow Jones Industrial Average 

17,773.64 88.5 348.6 

 0.5% 2.0% 

S&P 500 

2,065.30 5.6 21.4 

 0.3% 1.0% 

NASDAQ Composite 

4,775.36 -94.5 -232.1 

 -1.9% -4.6% 

MSCI-EAFE Index 

1,693.18 41.1 -23.1 

 2.5% -1.3% 

WTI Crude Oil (per barrel, in $US) 

45.97 7.8 8.9 

 20.47% 24.0% 

Gold (per ounce, in US$) 

1,295.70 63.0 235.2 

 5.1% 22.2% 

Canadian Dollar (¢ per US$) 

79.64 2.9 7.5 

 3.8% 10.3% 

Sources: Bloomberg, PC Bond 



Canadian Markets 
 GDP slows. After a hearty gain in January, the economy shrank in February by 

0.1% as manufacturing and energy sectors slowed down. Other raw materials 
sectors felt softness as well, but despite this, February’s number still managed to 
beat expectations of a 0.2% contraction, according to Statistics Canada. The bright 
spots for the month were seen in retail, finance, and construction, which were up 
0.1%. 

 No change in rates. At the latest meeting, Canada’s central bank kept its 
benchmark interest rate at 0.5%, unchanged since mid-2015. To explain their 
positioning, the Bank indicated “the positive forces at work in the economy are 
starting to outweigh those that are negative” as strong economic data, such as Q1 
GDP, was reported as surprisingly strong. Markets and our currency reacted 
positively on the news erasing losses earlier in the day. 

 Unemployment falls. The country saw its largest gain in six months as the 
unemployment rate fell in March. For the month, the economy saw the labour 
market add 40,600 new jobs, handily topping estimates of 10,000, and dropping 
the unemployment rate to 7.1% from 7.3%. Most of the hirings were of a full-time 
nature providing support that the economy is on the rebound. Alberta saw strong 
growth as its jobless rate fell from 7.9% to 7.1%. 

 Monthly inflation picks up. The cost of a notional basket of goods rose in March 
by 0.6% on a monthly basis, as cost gains seen in food and housing were offset by 
lower gasoline prices. Of the eight sectors tracked, six saw monthly increases 
where food prices were 3.6% higher than a year ago. Annual inflation was reported 
at 1.3%, more than expected but lower than the previous months’. Omitting 
volatile items, core inflation was 2.1% annualized from February’s 1.9%. 

 PPI declines again. Lower prices for autos helped push the Producer Price Index 
(PPI) down 0.6% in March, as 18 of the 21 groups tracked fell during the month.  
March was an improvement from February, which was revised to -1.0% due to two 
months of declines, as the Canadian dollar slowly gains strength. 

 Wholesale sales decline. February’s wholesale trade was the lowest since 
January 2015 as the month’s data dropped 2.2% from the month earlier to 
$55.8B. Five of the seven sectors tracked declined during the month as the 
month’s decrease was more than the forecasted -0.4% and the first drop following 
three months of gains. In terms of volume, wholesale sales fell 1.9% coinciding 
with lower manufacturing sales in February reported earlier. 

 Retails sales slow. For the second month in a row, consumers opened their 
pocketbooks and spent, with sales in February increasing 0.4% from January, 
bettering analyst expectations of a 0.8% decline, and painting a picture of strong 
first quarter.  Motor vehicles led the nine of the 11 major categories that rose, 
while gasoline was the largest decliner tempering a stronger monthly number. 

 Manufacturing sales slows. After three months of straight gains, sales in the 
manufacturing sector fell in February. For the month, sales were down 3.3% to 
$51.2B as 16 of the 21 industries tracked fell led my automobiles and petroleum 
and coal products. On a volume basis, sales were down as well by 2%. 

 Manufacturing PMI rises. Growth returned to the manufacturing sector as the 
RBC Manufacturing PMI ended the quarter in expansionary territory for the first 
time in eight months. At March’s close, PMI was at 51.5 as the weak Loonie helped 
improve export orders and volumes. This was the highest level since December 
2014 and the first time the PMI was above the 50-level. 

 Canada Housing News: 
o Building permits surge. The number of applications for new building 

development spikes 15.5% in February, far exceeding forecasts of a 
4.8% gain. Most of the activity was seen in Alberta as permits soared 
47.7% on higher demand for commercial structures. On the residential 
side, permits rose 5% led by single family dwellings which increased 
12.7% 

o Housing starts slow. CMHC reported a decline in home ground-
breaking in March falling 6.8% to just over 204K units annualized. 
Expectations were for a drop to 190K annually. Geographically, urban 
starts decreased 7%, in all provinces except Ontario, where multi-unit 
dwellings falling 9.7% and single homes dipping 1.1%. 

o New home prices rise. To no surprise, the hot spots of Toronto and 
Vancouver continued to lead all real estate regions in Canada, as new 
home prices rose 0.2% nationally. Expectations had called for a 0.1% 
increase from January and have grown 1.8% from the same period a 
year ago. Geographically, Vancouver and Toronto rose 0.8% and 0.4%, 
respectively, while oil-patch Calgary saw its prices fall by 0.5%. 

o Existing home sales rise. The housing market continues to defy 
expectations as sales of existing homes rose 1.5% in March as activity 
surprisingly declined in Vancouver and Toronto on new mortgage rules. 
This bettered February’s 0.8% rise with overall year-over-year sales up 
12.2%. 

 

 
 
  

S&P/TSX Composite Index 
Sector Snapshot 

Sector Month 
Return 
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Return 
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U.S. Markets 
 S&P500 and Dow Jones gain slightly but Nasdaq negative. The S&P 500 index 

and Dow Jones Industrial Average posted small gains in April while Nasdaq was hit 
by disappointing results from some tech giants such as Apple and Microsoft. S&P 
500 gained 0.3% to end the week at 2,065. The Dow Jones Industrial Average 
advanced by 0.5%, ending the week at 17,774. Nasdaq was hit by a loss of 1.9%, 
slipping to 4,775 to end the month.  

 U.S. GDP growth slows in Q1. U.S. economy was growing at a slower pace than 
expected with the Commerce Department reporting a Q1 GDP seasonally adjusted 
annualized rate of 0.5%, which is lower than economists’ forecast for a 0.7% 
growth and was the weakest growth pace in two years. Non-residential fixed 
investments, a measure of business spending, took a big dive in Q1, dropping 
5.9%, due to cut back of capital spending by energy companies. Housing market 
was the bright spot for the economy as spending on residential investment climbed 
14.8% in Q1. 

 Fed keeps rate unchanged. The Federal Reserve decided that it would keep its 
benchmark interest rates unchanged after its two-day meeting. The Federal Open 
Market Committee (FOMC) said in a statement that the labor market continued to 
improve, but it was still concerned by the global economic headwinds with 
policymakers projecting two rate hikes this year, as opposed to four projected in 
December. 

 U.S. consumer inflation increases. According to the data released by the Labor 
Department, Consumer prices rose less than expected, gaining 0.1% in March, 
which is lower than economists’ expectation for a rise of 0.2%. The core CPI, which 
strips out food and energy costs, edged up 0.1%, the smallest month over month 
increase since last August. Year-over-year, the CPI and core CPI rose up 0.9% and 
2.2% respectively, in March.  

 U.S. durable goods orders rebound. The Commerce Department reported that 
orders for durable goods rebounded by 0.8% in March after recording a decline of 
3.1% in February. However, it missed economists' forecast for an increase of 1.8% 
by a wide margin. Core capital goods, which excludes aircraft, were unchanged from 
previous month. 

 U.S. consumer sentiment falls slightly. The consumer sentiment index by 
University of Michigan dropped slightly in April, missing economists’ forecast. The 
gauge of consumer sentiment fell to 89.0 in April from March’s final reading of 91.0; 
economists expected a reading of 90.0. 

 U.S. retail sales down. U.S. retail sales unexpectedly fell in March by 0.3%, according to the Commerce Departments, missing 
economists’ forecast for a rise of 0.1%. Auto sales was the major drag, dropping by 2.1% in March with core retail sales, which 
excludes automobiles, gasoline, building material, and food services, increasing by 0.1%, which was also lower than the 0.3% 
increase estimated by economists.  

 U.S. ISM service index rises. Service sector in U.S. improved more than expected in March according to the report by The 
Institute for Supply Management (ISM). ISM non-manufacturing index advanced to 54.5 in March from February’s 53.4; 
economists expected a reading of 54.0 for March. 

 Factory goods orders fall. Orders for manufactured goods fell in February, another indication that the economy may be slowing 
down. The Commerce Department reported that new orders for manufactured goods declined 1.7% after a 1.2% increase in 
January. Core capital goods, which excludes aircraft and was deemed as a measure of business confidence, fell by 2.5%, a 
steeper decline compared to January’s decline of 1.8%. 

 U.S. wholesale inventories drop. Wholesale inventories fell more than expected in February, according to the report by the 
Commerce Department. Inventories dropped by 0.5% compared to January’s smaller decline of 0.2%; economists had expected 
inventories to decline by 0.2% only. It was the sharpest drop of the figure since May 2013. 

 US Housing 
o U.S. housing starts and building permits fall. Housing starts dropped to its lowest level since October last year, 

according to the Commerce Department. Housing starts in March fell 8.8% from February’s 1.19 million-unit pace to a 
seasonally adjusted annual pace of 1.09 million units. Economists expected a smaller decline to 1.17 million-unit pace. 
Building permits also unexpectedly fell in March. Number of permits in March dropped by 7.7% to 1.086 million from 
February’s 1.177 million. Economists expected the number of building permits to rise to 1.2 million. 

o U.S. new home sales fall.  According to Commerce Department data, new single-family home sales is on a decline for 
the third straight month in March,  falling 1.5% from February to an annual pace of 511,000 units lower than the 520,000 
unit-pace forecast by economists. Most of the declines came from the West.  

o U.S. pending home sales rise. According to the National Association of Realtors, pending home sales increased in 
March despite a shortage of available homes in the market. It was reported that pending home sales rose up 1.4% in 
March compared to February with year-over-year, sales up 1.4% from March of 2015. It was believed that low mortgage 
rates eased some of the negative impact from rising prices.  

o U.S. home prices rises. Home prices continued to rise in February due to limited supply in the market. The Standard & 
Poor's/Case-Shiller 20-city home price index rose 5.4% in February, a slight drop from January’s 5.7% increase. 
According to data released by the National Association of Realtors, number of homes available for sale dropped 1.5% 
from a year earlier. 
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European Markets 
 ECB maintains stimulus program. After its two-day meeting, ECB decided to stay status quo with its stimulus program. ECB 

would maintain zero to negative key interest rates and would continue its bond-buying at the €80 billion monthly pace. “The 
Governing Council will continue to monitor closely the evolution of the outlook for price stability and, if warranted to achieve its 
objective, will act by using all the instruments available within its mandate,” stated ECB President Mario Draghi at the news 
conference. 

 Eurozone’s economy improves. The Eurozone’s economy regained its size back to the level before the global financial crisis 
started in 2008 with Q1 2016 GDP  up by 0.6%, which is twice that of the growth rate of the previous quarter,  and higher than 
economists’ forecast for a 0.4% growth. The better than expected growth also brought the size of the economy back to its pre-crisis 
level. Unemployment rate also dipped to 10.2% in March, but it was still 3% higher than it was in 2008. 

 Euro-zone unemployment drops. Euro-zone’s unemployment rate dropped to four-and-a-half year low, according to Eurostat. 
Unemployment rate within the 19-member bloc dropped to 10.3% in February from 10.4% reported in January. Germany had the 
lowest rate at 4.3% while Greece had the highest jobless rate at 24%. 

 Eurozone ‘flash’ PMI drops. Despite still in the expansion territory, business growth within the 19-member region slowed 
according to April’s Markit’s ‘flash’ purchasing managers’ index (PMI), which reported dropped to 53.0 from March’s final reading of 
53.1, missing economists’ prediction for a reading of 53.2. 

 IMF cuts global growth forecast. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) cut the 2016 global growth forecast by 20 bps to 3.2%, 
expressing its worries around China’s slowdown, persistently low oil prices, and weak global demand. Some highlights in the 
statement included cutting Japan’s 2016 growth from 1% to 0.5%, reducing U.S. growth from 2.6% to 2.4%, and upgrading China’s 
growth rate from 6.2% to 6.5%.  

 

Asian Markets 
 BOJ keeps its stance but downgrades outlook. The Bank of Japan (BOJ) kept its monetary policy unchanged but downgraded its 

economic and inflation outlook. The BOJ would continue its 80-trillion a year purchase program and keep the -0.1% interest rates 
applying to some of the excess reserves held by financial institutions. It downgraded its 2016 GDP growth outlook from the previous 
forecast of 1.5% to 1.2%. Consumer inflation was forecast to grow by 0.5% compared to the previous estimate of 0.8%. 

 China’s quarterly GDP grows at slowest pace since 2010. According to the National Bureau of Statistics report, the world’s 
second largest economy posted its slowest quarterly growth since 2010 in Q1 2016. China’s GDP grew 1.1% during the first three 
months of 2016, lower than the 1.5% rise expected by analysts with a year-over-year basis growth of 6.7% in Q1, matching analysts’ 
forecast. 

 China exports bounce back. After falling for the past eight months, China’s export sector finally had something positive to cheer 
about. Exports in March rose up 11.5% year-over-year, a sharp bounce from February’s dismal 25.4% decline; economists expected a 
rise of 2.5% only. March’s strong showing was believed to be due to a low comparison base and policymakers’ supportive policies.  

 China’s consumer inflation increases, but producer prices continued to slide. Consumer prices in March rose 2.3% year-over-
year, matching February’s increase, but was slightly lower than economists’ forecast of a 2.5% increase. The increase was mainly 
driven by a 7.6% increase in food prices. On the other hand, producer prices dropped by 4.3% year-over-year in March, narrowing 
from February’s decline of 4.9%, but extending the decline to a full four years. 

 
Key Take-aways: 
 The inflation rate is often a closely watched measure to assess Canada’s economy.  However, in actuality, Bank of Canada focuses 

more on core inflation as it removes CPI components with high price volatility to provide a better picture of the country’s economic 
health. With this, the latest data reported by Statistics Canada shows core CPI is at the midway of the Bank’s target range of 1 to 3 
percent. This is a positive indicator that the economy has seemingly shrugged off most of the effects related to the fall in oil prices, in 
addition to seeing sustainable expansion. 

 Canada’s employment picture was markedly improved as recent March numbers saw strength with the unemployment rate falling 
during the month. The labour market, as well, showed signs of being on more stable footing as the participation rate held steady at 
65.9% with more people entered the work force looking for employment. The economy appears to be moving past the slump in 
commodity and resource prices and gaining momentum after a lull in 2015. 

 Expected to lead the world in economic growth, the U.S. has shown signs of a slowdown itself following its latest economic data of a 
widening trade deficit, lower factory orders, and a rise in unemployment. The Federal Reserve continues to monitor these indicators on 
a regular basis in assessing how to formulate its monetary policy and future rate hikes, which may be pared down to only a few given 
the recent global weakness. Despite this, U.S. growth is still expected to be positive and provide the catalyst for other economies to 
draw from. 

 With multiple rounds of monetary stimulus and many crises of the Euro’s survival, the Eurozone, a collective of the economies of 19 
countries into one, is finally seeing optimistic signs of positive data. The latest numbers saw price growth on the rise, albeit slowly, 
while unemployment and GDP growth are stable. As well, PMI indicators in both manufacturing and services show expansion as well as 
retail sales data. But with all this good news, the Eurozone economy remains fragile and susceptible to exogenous factors as the ECB 
holds its key rate at historical lows and continues with monthly asset purchases.  
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